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Planning Board Minutes 

April 20, 2021 

 
Present: Chair Vogt, Vicechair Rasmussen, Member Fletcher, Member Raftery, Member Socha, 

Member Slosek, and Jennifer Carmichael, Secretary; Absent: Member Pitney. 

Chair Vogt asked for a motion to approve the minutes from April 6th. Member Raftery motioned 

to approve the minutes and Member Socha seconded. The vote was Member Raftery – Yes, 

Member Rasmussen – Yes, Member Vogt – Yes, Member Socha – Yes, Member Fletcher – Yes, 

Member Slosek - Yes, the motion carried.  

Chair Vogt had a conversation with Patrick Sheehan and listened to what he had to say. There 

was no discussion regarding Mr. Sheehan’s project. Chair Vogt encouraged him to come to one 

of the open meetings to ask questions or make comments. If he cannot make a zoom meeting he 

could send in written comments. 

Phil Arnold went through the three bylaw amendments for the Public Hearing next month. There 

were no more comments made regarding the Driveway draft and that will go as written.  

Phil focused on the downtown business district where businesses could locate their signs and the 

number of signs a business could have. The aggregate footage of the signs did not change. With 

the amendment for the Sign bylaw there was a discussion regarding the size and quantity of signs 

in the residential districts.  Town Counsel suggested removing non-residential uses feeling it was 

a violation to the first amendment. Phil explained all districts by-right could have a 2 sq. ft. sign 

and a second 2 sq. ft. sign for allowable accessory use. With a sign permit application one could 

have an additional sign of 4 sq. ft. and a second for a total of 12 sq. ft. for the four signs. Member 

Fletcher asked to remove all together the additional signs by permit. Member Vogt suggested a 

compromise and with a 30 foot setback from the road one could apply for a sign permit. Phil 

reiterated what would change; the last portion of this draft would be dropped and a provision for 

house numbers would be added. 

Phil spoke about the parking downtown as no business conformed to the bylaw as it is now.  He 

suggested at the very least to remove the requirements for parking, as that is the way it is now, 

the bylaw cannot be observed. The draft as written: all parking requirements are lifted for all 

establishments. It was agreed that what Phil has crafted at this time is adequate. 

Phil has been working on an ADU bylaw and had questions for the Board. Does Stockbridge 

want to have some accessory dwelling units by right or all by special permit? It was suggested to 

use 800 sq. ft. by right maximum and no larger unless extenuating circumstances arose. There 

were other suggestions as to the districts that would allow ADUs and it was decided all district 
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could have ADUs by right.  Question arose about the sale of a home and the buyers residential 

status; Phil will check with Town Counsel.  

The NRPZ bylaw draft was discussed briefly as the draft had not been posted on the town 

website. The transfer of development rights has been removed by Jeff as several were concerned. 

First try to get this bylaw enacted before deciding what type of structures would be added and 

their location. The second step would be to then add structures.  Third would be to develop 

regulations required to enact both bylaws. Rural siting issues in 6.3.1 explains how one would 

have this bylaw work on the ground. Member Rasmussen would like to propose a public 

information meeting with the Town and both Jeff Lacy and Randall Arendt are available May 

12th for a meeting to find out the concern’s residents have.  We would like to have this publicized 

so there is a large amount of the public that attend. Some felt the board needed to discuss the 

concept as well as the numbers and agree on the draft before bring in the public for discussion. 

Regarding an article that was in Carol Owens’ online letter, Stockbridge updates, Jeff Lacy wrote 

a response and Member Rasmussen asked to be included in the minutes. This will be discussed at 

an extra meeting on Monday April 26th.  

Member Fletcher motioned to adjourn and Member Slosek seconded, the vote was: Member 

Raftery – Yes, Member Rasmussen – Yes, Member Vogt – Yes, Member Socha – Yes, Member 

Fletcher – Yes, Member Slosek - Yes, the motion carried. 

Respectfully submitted by,  

Jennifer Carmichael, Secretary 

 

 
 
 


